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Annotation Markides (chairman, strategic and international management department, London Business School) contends that the essence of
business strategy is to allow a company to create and exploit a unique strategic position in industry, and helps managers zero in on critical
choices that lie at the heart of all innovative strategies. He approaches strategic thinking as a creative process, and poses key questions for
readers to ask as he guides them through a framework for developing strategic thinking skills.
Deadly power lurks beneath Marina's skin, wildness, a magical creature born of fire and ice. Crossing dimensions to the Dragon Lands where
she is a Princess and descendant from a powerful Phoenix, Marina has chosen to enter the tournament Aver to win the Frost Wreath. She
must conquer four savage quests to be crowned Queen of the Ice Realm and win the right to hunt her mate, Dragon King Koen Raad.
Assassination attempts, a growing darkness in her adopted son, and the bloodthirsty quests of Aver itself. Marina's chances of survival grow
dimmer by the day.
As the battle against the invading aliens reaches its endgame, a group of bad boy bikers and mercenaries will stand and fight for humanity's
survival... Tane Rahia is good at one thing-fighting. Before the alien invasion, he fought as a mercenary in the worst jungle hellholes. Now,
he's the leader of Squad Three-aka the berserkers-and he's fighting to protect his brothers, his friends, and the last of humanity's survivors. It
doesn't matter if he dies, he knows he belongs in the shadows, doing the dirty work and taking dangerous risks so others don't have to. There
is no warm woman, no love, and no redemption for him, and especially no small, sweet alien woman who he struggles to ignore. Abducted
from her homeworld by the Gizzida, Selena endured captivity and torture. Then she found herself on a distant planet called Earth and
rescued by tough, heroic humans. She's recovered, made a new family for herself, and come into a power that she never knew she
possessed. She's determined to experience everything life on vibrant Earth has to offer and to protect her new home. And she discovers that
one battle-hardened, intense man is the only one who ignites a passionate desire that leaves her breathless. The humans have fought hard,
but now the Gizzida have created three deadly, humanity-ending bombs. Tane's not happy that Selena's help is vital in the fight against the
aliens, and nor is he ready to face her stubborn confidence nor the white-hot desire flaring between them. But as they enter their final make
or break fight, Tane and Selena know they need to fight as one. They may not survive the final battle, but they have to try: for their friends, for
the planet, for humanity.
Armed with only a notebook and a handheld global positioning device, Wark tracks the secret passage free time and free thought through the
spaces of an everyday life.
What's worse than being stuck on an alien planet? Being stuck on an alien planet when you've made an enemy of the local tribe King. Okay,
so I may have stolen his favorite mishua and snuck away to find my friends. But he should've known better than to forbid me to go. I'm a
marine, and we leave no man-- or woman, behind. Besides- putting distance between us is a good thing, especially since I'm sure he's
coming after me. We're like fire and gasoline, and spending time near him is is like lighting a match and waiting for the explosion. So what if
his dark eyes promise more pleasure than I've ever experienced? I'm finding my friends and getting off this planet. Even if this alien king
seems to think he owns me. Even if a tiny part of me might like the idea of being owned... by him. Claimed by the Alien Warrior is book two of
the Warriors of Agron series, and it's a full-length romance with no cliffhanger and a guaranteed HEA. While this is a standalone, you'll enjoy
it much more if you read Taken by the Alien Warrior first. If you like hot, dominant aliens, kick-ass heroines, and steamy romance, you'll love
Warriors of Agron- Hope Hart's new sci-fi romance series. Read it Now.
Understanding the treacherous currents of Pakistani politics
“Slow violence” from climate change, toxic drift, deforestation, oil spills, and the environmental aftermath of war takes place gradually and
often invisibly. Rob Nixon focuses on the inattention we have paid to the lethality of many environmental crises, in contrast with the
sensational, spectacle-driven messaging that impels public activism today.
Jillian Landay is no queen of an alien planet like her younger sister, Megan, but she has a successful career as an interior designer. Love and
relationships? Totally out of the question. She's not about to get burned again. So how the hell did she end up pregnant for an arrogant alien
general? Jonnar Dorayan may be the sexiest alien warrior alive with his intense, blue-violet stare and a scorching touch that sets her body
afire, but he's not her type. Yeah, he's the father of her unborn child. And yeah, he saved her life. Twice. But falling for him? Never gonna
happen in this galaxy or the next! - There are two things Jonnar enjoys in life: fighting and… well, it involves a willing woman beneath him.
Fatherhood was definitely not one of his life’s goals. And if he had a choice, he certainly wouldn’t have chosen a prickly, stubborn human
female as the mother of his child. Jillian is nothing like what he’s accustomed to, yet her irresistible curves and astounding strength captivate
him. He can't fall in love with her. He's no good for her and she's too good for him. But if he ever gets them out of their dangerous situation,
he's not sure he'll want to let her go. The Alien General's Baby is a steamy sci-fi alien romance. It features a handsome, powerful alien
general falling in love with and risking his life for his luscious human female and their unborn child. This book features these themes: science
fiction alien romance, forbidden love between alien and human, enemies to lovers, pregnancy / baby, steamy love scenes, action and
adventure, suspense.
Through a series of studies, the overarching aim of this book is to investigate if and how the digitalization/digital transformation process
affects various welfare services provided by the public sector, and the ensuing implications thereof. Ultimately, this book seeks to understand
if it is conceivable for digital advancement to result in the creation of private/non-governmental alternatives to welfare services, possibly in a
manner that transcends national boundaries. This study also investigates the possible ramifications of technological development for the
public sector and the Western welfare society at large. This book takes its point of departure from the 2016 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) report that targets specific public service areas in which government needs to adopt new strategies not
to fall behind. Specifically, this report emphasizes the focus on digitalization of health care/social care, education, and protection services,
including the use of assistive technologies referred to as "digital welfare." Hence, this book explores the factors potentially leading to whether
state actors could be overrun by other non-governmental actors, disrupting the current status quo of welfare services. The book seeks to
provide an innovative, enriching, and controversial take on society at large and how various aspects of the public sector can be, and are,
affected by the ongoing digitalization process in a way that is not covered by extant literature on the market. This book takes its point of
departure in Sweden given the fact that Sweden is one of the most digitalized countries in Europe, according to the Digital Economy and
Society Index (DESI), making it a pertinent research case. However, as digitalization transcends national borders, large parts of the subject
matter take on an international angle. This includes cases from several other countries around Europe as well as the United States.
Triple the treat with three sexy alien stories:Alien WarriorStuck on a military outpost in the middle of nowhere, Zoey had been praying for
something to relieve her boredom. She never dreamed that relief would come in the form of a seven-foot tall, sexy alien. One who claimed
she belonged to him. Delusional. Except, there was something pulling her to him... a deep, hot attraction she couldn't deny. Dexanon Xa'a
always thought his mate would be a sweet, obedient female. Instead, the Gods landed him with a maddening, outspoken, outrageous female
who didn't comprehend the honor that had been bestowed on her. Dex might have a rockin' body, but his ideas about women needed a total
overhaul. And she was just the woman to do it.Alien LoverBeing newly mated to an arrogant, bossy alien can certainly be trying at times.
Luckily for Zoey, Dex also happens to the sexiest thing on two legs she's ever met. He's loyal, protective and boy, the things that alien can do
with his hands, his mouth, his tongue...well, you get the idea. They should have been on their way to Zerconia in blissful happiness, to
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celebrate their mating. But somehow, things never seem to go to plan. Some of Dex's warriors have gone missing. While he attempts to track
them down, Zoey is busy just trying to keep herself out of trouble. Easier than it sounds. And really, she isn't trying that hard.Alien MateWith
all the drama and trouble behind her, Zoey is looking forward to arriving on Zerconia and settling down into a normal life as Dex's
mate.Normal? What was she thinking? There is nothing normal about being mated to a sinfully sexy, often times arrogant and overprotective
Zerconian warrior. But then normal is overrated, right?Trouble follows Zoey to Zerconia, threatening her very life. But that pales in
comparison to her biggest challenge yet...Her mother-in-law
Darac Kola has lived for close to a hundred years without finding his true mate. Having grown increasingly volatile, he knows his days are
numbered. To protect his friends and family, he leaves Zerconia, knowing he will never return.Then he meets Willa. His mate. The one
person who could pull him back from the edge of madness. With five brothers, Willa Sanchez has spent her life trying to be one of the boys.
The last thing she needs is an overprotective, bossy alien claiming her as his mate. If he thinks she's going to give up her independence to
play house for him, then he's got the wrong girl.
An account of the decade-long conflict between humankind and hordes of the predatory undead is told from the perspective of dozens of
survivors who describe in their own words the epic human battle for survival.
Desperately wanting to escape her life on Earth, Alice boards a transporter set for Zerconia. The idea of a hunky Zerconian warrior of her
very own is both tempting and scary. Clumsy, sweet and slightly naïve, Alice wasn't prepared for hunky, sexy, commanding Jaxan. Jaxan had
almost lost hope of finding his mate when he rescues Alice. Almost straight away, he realizes that she is his mate. What he doesn't anticipate
is that she might want time to get to know him. But he wants to give her what she needs. She is everything to him. He will do whatever he
needs to in order to make her happy. Except Alice seems to find trouble wherever she goes. When she puts her life in danger, then all bets
are off.He wants her happy. He also wants her to be safe.To be his.Happy ever after guaranteed. Best enjoyed as part of the series so it is
recommended to read the other books first.
"New Liberty City, 2134. Two corporations have replaced the US, splitting the country's remaining forty-five states (five have been submerged
under the ocean) between them: Stellaxis Innovations and Greenleaf. There are nine supercities within the continental US, and New Liberty
City is the only amalgamated city split between the two megacorps, and thus at a perpetual state of civil war as the feeds broadcast the
atrocities committed by each side. Here, Mallory streams Stellaxis's wargame SecOps on BestLife, spending more time jacked in than in the
world just to eke out a hardscrabble living from tips. When a chance encounter with one of the game's rare super-soldiers leads to a side job
for Mal--looking to link an actual missing girl to one of the SecOps characters. Mal's sudden burst in online fame rivals her deepening fear of
what she is uncovering about BestLife's developer, and puts her in the kind of danger she's only experienced through her avatar."-Take a whirlwind tour to the incredible planet of a million fantasy races, the Crucible, in this wild science fantasy anthology from the hit new
game, KeyForge. Welcome to the Crucible – an artificial planet larger than our sun – an ever-growing patchwork of countless other worlds,
filled with creatures, sentient beings and societies stolen from across the universe by the mythical Architects. Across this dizzying
juxtaposition of alien biospheres, the enigmatic and godlike Archons seek to unlock the secrets at the heart of the Crucible. Everyone else is
just trying to survive... Explore ten tales of adventure in a realm where science and magic team up, of discovery and culture clash, featuring
mad Martian scientists, cybernetic surgeons, battle reenactors, elven thieves, private investigators, goblins, saurian monsters, and the newly
arrived human Star Alliance.
His brother's untimely death leaves him with an Earldom and a fiancée. Too bad he wants neither of them... Theodora Lawton has no need of
a husband. As an independent woman, she wants to own property, make investments and be the master of her destiny. Unfortunately, her
father signed her life away in a marriage contract to the future Earl of Stonemere. But then the cad upped and died, leaving her fate in the
hands of his brother, one of the renowned Lustful Lords. Achilles Denton, the Earl of Stonemere, is far more prepared to be a soldier than a
peer. Deeply scarred by his last tour of duty, he knows he will never be a proper, upstanding pillar of the empire. Balanced on the edge of
madness, he finds respite by keeping a tight rein on his life, both in and out of the bedroom. His brother’s death has left him with
responsibilities he never wanted and isn’t prepared to handle in the respectable manner expected of a peer. Further complicating his new life
is an unwanted fiancée who comes with his equally unwanted title. Saddled with a hand-me-down countess, he soon discovers the woman is
a force unto herself. As he grapples with the burden of his new responsibilities, he discovers someone wants him dead. The question is, can
he stay alive long enough to figure out who’s trying to kill him while he tries to tame his headstrong wife
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Da Vinci Code, Angels & Demons, and Inferno and the “master of smart thrills”
(People) comes a “rocket-fast thriller” (Vince Flynn) about an astonishing NASA discovery that unravels a deadly conspiracy that leads all
the way to the White House. When a NASA satellite spots evidence of an astoundingly rare object buried deep in the Arctic ice, the
floundering space agency proclaims a much-needed victory—one that could have profound implications for US space policy and the
impending presidential election. With his re-election hanging in the balance, the President sends White House Intelligence analyst Rachel
Sexton to the Milne Ice Shelf to verify the authenticity of the find. Accompanied by a team of experts, including the charismatic academic
Michael Tolland, Rachel uncovers the unthinkable: evidence of scientific trickery. Before she can contact the President, she and Michael are
attacked by a deadly team of assassins controlled by a mysterious power broker who will stop at nothing to hide the truth. Fleeing for their
lives in an environment as desolate as it is lethal, their only hope for survival is to find out who is behind this masterful ploy. The truth, they
will learn, is the most shocking deception of all in this “taut, fast-paced, barn-burner of a book” (St. Petersburg Times).
Mighty warriors fight to save the realm from blood magic and evil, in this battle-soaked epic fantasy novel, from the hugely popular Descent
games The once-glorious Barony of Kell is a ruin of its former self, assailed by banditry and famine; its noble Baron Frederic is caught
between saving his people and defending his borders. Yet worse is to come… for a new Darkness is rising. Sadistic warrior-priestess,
Ne’Krul, spying an opportunity to wreak bloody vengeance on behalf of her demonic masters, leads her Uthuk warband into a brutal invasion.
Kell’s only hope lies in holy warrior, Andira Runehand, and legendary hero, Trenloe the Strong, both drawn to Kell to defeat an alliance of
evil unprecedented in Terrinoth. They must not fail.
This book provides an impressive overview of emerging technologies, especially nanotechnologies and biotechnologies, and their prospective
applications. It identifies and describes existing and potential markets for emerging technology-based applications, and projects scenarios for
macroeconomic development based on these technologies. Integrated roadmaps for the development of a nano- and bioindustry are shown
and policy measures and corporate strategies developed to advance these technologies. These measures are illustrated using roadmaps and
policy case studies.The book combines a practical, comprehensive overview of the technical side of emerging technologies and their
applications in various fields with an analysis of market developments and characteristics.
Predicts that China will supplant the west as an economic superpower, and discusses China's anti-globalization stance and dubious capacity
for maintaining world peace.
Jay Chiat, founder of the prestigious Chiat/Day advertising agency (which created campaigns for the Energizer Bunny and Fruitopia) called it
"The best new-business tool ever invented.
Revisit the sexy, Alpha warriors and their strong, funny women in these short morsels.Zoey and DexFeeling like she’s been pregnant forever,
Zoey is uncomfortable, grumpy and if one more piece of advice comes out of her mother-in-law’s mouth she’s going to explode!It seemed
like the moment she became pregnant, she ceased being Zoey and became a baby-carrier. Will Dex ever want her again? Or is their sex life
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completely dried up?Mila and KoranTackling her new job of human ambassador to Zerconia, Mila knows she has a lot of hurdles in her path.
Nerves threaten to get the better of her, but she knows her big, gruff Alpha mate will always have her back.No matter what sort of threats
come their way.Willa and DaracLife on Zerconia is much easier, simpler, yet Willa misses the action of her old life. It doesn’t help that she
feels like he’s pulling away and right before their mating ceremony.What is he hiding?Please note: To fully enjoy this book, it is best read as
part of the series. This novella has storylines that lead on to Alien Mine.
Dig into this science fiction classic from golden-era great H. Beam Piper. This novel offers a thought-provoking and action-packed look at
interplanetary trade in the far-off future -- and the problems that erupt when the natives grow restless. Uller Uprising is a must-read for fans of
Starship Troopers.
Smart-mouthed monster hunter extraordinaire, Elsa Bloodstone isn’t easily fazed, but a shocking family revelation sends her down a bloody
path, in this witty and action-soaked Marvel Heroines adventure Elsa Bloodstone just can’t catch a break. She’s barely finished shutting
down a hive of ratmen when a special ops squad turns up guns blazing – and they’re shooting at her! It’s nothing a good grenade can’t sort
out though. When Elsa returns home, she discovers an unexpected guest claiming to be her long-lost sister, seeking her own stolen
Bloodstone shard. The Bloodstone is the secret to Elsa’s superhuman powers, and a shard in villainous hands is seriously bad news. Cue
globetrotting adventures full of monster-smashing. But danger stays one step ahead of them as Elsa realizes her sister isn’t quite what she
seems, and an old enemy with a secret about her family’s past could overturn everything Elsa’s ever believed.

Sharp-witted, luck-wrangling mercenary Domino takes on both a dangerous cult and her own dark past, in this explosive
introduction to the new series of Marvel prose novels The job: infiltrate a Chicago conman’s cult to liberate some
brainwashed twins. For former X-Force operative Domino, that’s a flat “no”. Fanatics are bad news. She still suffers
from nightmares about Project Armageddon, the Super-Soldier program that wrecked her life and destroyed her family. If
only she’d had someone to help her back then, someone… like her. Maybe it is time to finally face those demons. With
her mutant powers she can turn even the worst of situations to her advantage.
Sent to Zerconia as a spy, Annabel is certain she'll discover some nefarious plot to lure human women to Zerconia.
Instead, she encounters a race of honorable, protective, gorgeous Alpha aliens.Not that she's attracted to any of them.
Nope, not at all. Particularly not arrogant, grouchy, stick-in-the-mud MaconMacon has his future mapped out. He likes his
life well-ordered. His mate will be obedient, honest and most importantly, Zerconian. He does not understand these
human females. They are strange, confusing, loud and fragile. Far too fragile.They are not for him.No, he will never take
a human mate.Never.
USA Today Bestseller! Twin dragons have been feared above all other dragon-shifters because of Barrack and Brogan,
the original twin dragons, who became murderously insane. Their new story begins with their death. Barrack and Brogan
have memories of their death – and it isn't a pleasant one. When the Goddess Aikaterina gives them a second chance at
life – and at finding their true mate – they are willing to do whatever it takes to change their destiny. What they didn’t
expect is that it would be so difficult! It turns out that their true mate is a human, a species they have limited knowledge
about, from a planet they have never visited. With time running out, it doesn't take them long to realize that this may be
one battle that will take all of their skills to win. Delilah Rosewater is haunted by dreams of her death. She doesn't
understand why the dreams feel so real, or why she knows that time is running out for her. Her frustration strengthens as
she searches for the one person she feels could understand her increasing panic - Sara Wilson. She is shocked when
instead of finding Sara, she comes face-to-face with two irritating men who claim to be from another world! Caught in an
unexpected snowstorm in the Appalachian Mountains, Delilah doesn't know what to think of the two men and their wild
claims of a powerful Goddess, alien worlds, and new destinies…. Main Content: 206 (6x9) pages, 65,949 words
Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story to transport readers out of this world! Brimming
with her signature humor, vivid landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite.
Bike messenger and wannabe troublemaker Olly Soames is the newest recruit to DedSec’s Resistance movement, but
when a stranger is shot dead in front of him, he realizes that danger is closer than he thinks... Sarah Lincoln is an
aggressive young politician with questionable methods and big ambitions, and when a string of murders unfolds in her
borough, it may be the opportunity she has been looking for to make a name for herself... Ex-MMA fighter turned legbreaker Ro Hayes is in deep with the vicious Clan Kelley, the most brutal organized crime firm in the city’s underworld,
and her survival rests on uncovering a dead man’s secrets.
From the KGB to the Kremlin: a multidimensional portrait of the man at war with the West. Where do Vladimir Putin's
ideas come from? How does he look at the outside world? What does he want, and how far is he willing to go? The great
lesson of the outbreak of World War I in 1914 was the danger of misreading the statements, actions, and intentions of the
adversary. Today, Vladimir Putin has become the greatest challenge to European security and the global world order in
decades. Russia's 8,000 nuclear weapons underscore the huge risks of not understanding who Putin is. Featuring five
new chapters, this new edition dispels potentially dangerous misconceptions about Putin and offers a clear-eyed look at
his objectives. It presents Putin as a reflection of deeply ingrained Russian ways of thinking as well as his unique
personal background and experience. Praise for the first edition If you want to begin to understand Russia today, read
this book. —Sir John Scarlett, former chief of the British Secret Intelligence Service (MI6) For anyone wishing to
understand Russia's evolution since the breakup of the Soviet Union and its trajectory since then, the book you hold in
your hand is an essential guide.—John McLaughlin, former deputy director of U.S. Central Intelligence Of the many
biographies of Vladimir Putin that have appeared in recent years, this one is the most useful. —Foreign Affairs This is not
just another Putin biography. It is a psychological portrait. —The Financial Times Q: Do you have time to read books? If
so, which ones would you recommend? "My goodness, let's see. There's Mr. Putin, by Fiona Hill and Clifford Gaddy.
Insightful." —Vice President Joseph Biden in Joe Biden: The Rolling Stone Interview.
Hide and seek is a lot less fun in an alien prison where the winner gets... me.Rian: I'm not a stranger to being behind
bars, but this prison leaves a lot to be desired. There are zero communal showers, minimal locking cells, and the other
prisoners are extremely hostile. That could be because they are aliens and this is a prison in another galaxy. Add in the
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fact that I'm a human female, and my life span has just dropped some serious time. I'm about to go down fighting when a
scary blue alien with spikes decides he's my rescuer. Except he doesn't seem happy about my presence and, well, join
the club, buddy.Mikko: After spending a third of my life in the Pit, I returned for some payback but instead find a human
female fighting for her life. She's small, snarly, and irritatingly beautiful. When a coveted reward is offered to the prisoners
for our capture, the game changes. My enemies thought I was unpredictable with anger issues before? They haven't
seen anything yet. I'll escape again with my female, and then the real payback begins.Mikko is a SciFi Alien Warrior
Romance featuring a prickly, snarky hero with a heart of gold and a heroine who loves as hard as she fights.
The last thing Koran Al'a desires is a human mate. They are illogical, emotional and show no respect for tradition and
rules. His mate will be rational, sensible and obedient.Mila has always lived in the shadow of her successful, beautiful,
older sister. But that's okay with her, she likes being in the background. That is, until the day that Koran walks into her
life.Never has she felt such an instant attraction to a man. His sinful body, his dark, dangerous looks. Even his cranky
temperament isn't enough to dampen her need for him.The problem is, her sister has set her sights on Koran and what
Aline wants Aline gets.Mila knows she doesn't have a chance.
This volume provides an accessible scientific introduction to the historical geography of Tropical Pacific Islands,
assessing the environmental and cultural changes they have undergone and how they are affected currently by these
shifts and alterations. The book emphasizes the roles of plants, animals, people, and the environment in shaping the
tropical Pacific through a cross-disciplinary approach involving history, geography, biology, environmental science, and
anthropology. With these diverse scientific perspectives, the eight chapters of the book provide a comprehensive
overview of Tropical Pacific Islands from their initial colonization by native peoples to their occupation by colonial powers,
and the contemporary changes that have affected the natural history and social fabric of these islands. The Tropical
Pacific Islands are introduced by a description of their geological formation, development, and geography. From there,
the book details the origins of the island's original peoples and the dawn of the political economy of these islands,
including the domestication and trade of plants, animals, and other natural resources. Next, readers will learn about the
impact of missionaries on Pacific Islands, and the affects of Wold War II and nuclear testing on natural resources and the
health of its people. The final chapter discusses the islands in the context of natural resource extraction, population
increases, and global climate change. Working together these factors are shown to affect rainfall and limited water
resources, as well as the ability to sustain traditional crops, and the capacity of the islands to accomodate its residents.
The alien warrior found her first--and he's keeping her. On the run from her controlling fiancé, Mila makes a living as a transport
pilot in a dangerous part of space. When she's accused of murder and sentenced to death on a backward planet, she believes it's
truly the end. That is...until she awakens to a handsome alien with glowing green eyes watching over her. The alien heals her
wounds and promises to keep her safe. But can she trust the stranger who insists she's coming back to his home planet as his
mate? Stax knows the little human has secrets, but he still wants her--even if she is guilty of some horrible crime. He's taking her
back to New Vaxx and that's final. But first he has to claim her. When they arrive on his home planet, he wants his scent on her to
ward off all other males, as human females are precious and the only alien race compatible with his. No matter what, he won't risk
losing the little human he's grown to love. He'll protect her, and he'll fight for her. Always.
Scientific notes and summaries of investigations in geology, hydrology, and related fields.
Video games can be "well played" in two senses. On the one hand, well played is to games as well read is to books. On the other
hand, well played as in well done. This book is full of in-depth close readings of video games that parse out the various meanings
to be found in the experience of playing a game. 22 contributors (developers, scholars, reviewers and bloggers) look at video
games through both senses of "well played." The goal is to help develop and define a literacy of games as well as a sense of their
value as an experience. Video games are a complex medium that merits careful interpretation and insightful analysis
Sometimes it's a very fine line between love and hate. Humans were inferior and troublesome creatures, and unlike his fellow
warriors, Moroco had no intention of ever mating one. Trust a female again? Never. Not when he knew how easily they could
betray you. So why did he care so much about a certain prickly, irritating female who seemed to take great delight in rousing his
temper?And his need. Saffron hadn't come to Zerconia to find a mate among these overbearing, overprotective aliens. All she
cared about was keeping her sister safe, and now that Sophie had found her mate, well, it was probably time to leave. Except, she
couldn't leave without seeing Moroco once more. If only to tell him exactly what she thought of him. Only problem was she didn't
know whether she was going to tell him that she disliked him ... Or desired him.
I swore an oath to live and die by my club... And it's the club life that'll kill me. Or Baz's sweeter-than-candy little sister, Cherie,
who's supposed to be hands off. There's an unspoken promise among brothers. The rules are simple. You don't sleep with another
member's little sister. I might be the club president, but I don't play by any man's rules. I want her. And I'll have her. All. Night.
Long. Forever. In my arms. In my bed. In my heart. She may be forbidden fruit, but she's got a cherry just for me. If you love dirtytalking heroes who love their MC as much as their women, one-click this instalove novella now. Roddick is a standalone MC
Romance. The third book in the CAOS MC Series. No cliffhangers, no cheating, just kindle-melting happily ever afters!
EVERYONE KNOWS MONSTERS EXIST. BUT SHE NEVER EXPECTED TO BE ONE OF THEM... Thanks to her great- greatgrandmother, loner Claire Sommers' DNA results are succubus positive. To make matters worse, her college is forcing her into the
Supernatural night school. The last place she wants to be is in a room filled with ferals, vampires, and other monsters from her
nightmares. The absolute worst thing she can imagine? Getting hit with her first fervor in the middle of said classroom. Especially
in front of the new Alpha of the Red Crescent pack, Lucas Masters. With every Supe in scenting distance caught up in the
pheromone frenzy, Claire realizes she's probably not going to survive the night with her dignity intact. She may not even survive at
all... Thanks Grandma. The Fervor is the sizzling first installment of the Sinful Supes series. If you're a fan of dominant werewolves
and dark suspense, sink your teeth into The Fervor today. READER DISCRETION ADVISED (18+)
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